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ARTICLE DETAILS 

TITLE (PROVISIONAL) MORPHOLOGICAL STUDY OF SYNOVIAL CHANGES IN TWO-

STAGE RECONSTRUCTIONS OF THE INFECTED HIP AND KNEE 

ARTHROPLASTIES 

AUTHORS Zustin, Jozef ; Gontarewicz, Arthur; Niggemeyer, Oliver; Tharun, 
Lars; Grancicova, Livia; Ruether, Wolfgang 

 

VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER 

 
  

prof dr veit krenn MVZ-Trier  
Max Planck Str. 18 + 20  
D54296 Trier  

 

REVIEW RETURNED 18-Jun-2012 

 

THE STUDY The classification of the analysed tisssue should be done according 
to the so called -consenus classification- which is accepted in 
diagnostic pathology:  
 
Joint endoprosthesis pathology. Histopathological diagnostics and 
classification.Krenn V, Morawietz L, Jakobs M, Kienapfel H, Ascherl 
R, Bause L, Kuhn H, Matziolis G, Skutek M, Gehrke T.  
Pathologe. 2011 May;32(3):210-9. German.  
 
Concerning allergic typ IV reactions the work of Thomas et al. 
should be included:  
Orthopedic surgical implants and allergies: joint statement by the 
implant allergy working group (AK 20) of the DGOOC (German 
association of orthopedics and orthopedic surgery), DKG (German 
contact dermatitis research group) and dgaki (German society for 
allergology and clinical immunology)].  
 
Thomas P, Schuh A, Ring J, Thomsen M.  
 
Orthopade. 2008 Jan;37(1):75-88. German 

 

REVIEWER Manjula Bansal, M.D.  
Attending Pathologist and Chief of Clinical Pathology  
Hospital for Special Surgery, New York  
Associate Professor of Pathology  
Weill Cornell Medical College, New York  
USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 11-Jul-2012 
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THE STUDY Results should be presented in a tabular form to best illustrate the 
various histologic features with the microbiology assay and follow up 
results 

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS 1. Compare in tabular form case by case from explantation to re-
implantation - the different histogy and microbiology finduings.  
2. Mention of "microabcesses" for the first time in conclusion section 
but no where before in the text.  
3. 'Hypersenstivity" as in metal-on-metal is NOT just the lymphocytic 
reaction but the associated characteristic macrphages also. 

GENERAL COMMENTS Good study but need to revise so as to make the paper very clear. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: prof dr veit krenn MVZ-Trier  

 

The classification of the analysed tisssue should be done according to the so called -consenus 

classification- which is accepted in diagnostic pathology:  

 

Joint endoprosthesis pathology. Histopathological diagnostics and classification.Krenn V, Morawietz 

L, Jakobs M, Kienapfel H, Ascherl R, Bause L, Kuhn H, Matziolis G, Skutek M, Gehrke T.  

Pathologe. 2011 May;32(3):210-9. German.  

 

Author´s response 2) Even though we usually use the consensus classification of the periprosthetic 

membranes in our daily routine diagnostics, we have not included this in the first version of the 

manuscript, because all cases in our study cohort were revised for infection and therefore, not all 

types of the periprosthetic fibrous membrane were seen. However, it must be noted that besides the 

typical infectious type fibrous membrane, several cases showed also mixed type of the periprosthetic 

fibrous membrane. Now, in the revised version of our manuscript, we classified all specimens 

obtained at the first surgery according to the classification by Krenn et al.  

 

The complete data on our study cohort are now summarized in Table 1.  

 

 

Concerning allergic typ IV reactions the work of Thomas et al. should be included:  

Orthopedic surgical implants and allergies: joint statement by the implant allergy working group (AK 

20) of the DGOOC (German association of orthopedics and orthopedic surgery), DKG (German 

contact dermatitis research group) and dgaki (German society for allergology and clinical 

immunology)].  

 

Thomas P, Schuh A, Ring J, Thomsen M.  

 

Orthopade. 2008 Jan;37(1):75-88. German  

 

Author´s response 3) Again, thank you for this helpful comment. In the revised version of the 

manuscript, we inserted this reference (and also one another study by Thomas et al.) and comment 

on hypersensitivity reactions in somewhat more detail than before.  

 

 

Reviewer: Manjula Bansal, M.D.  

Attending Pathologist and Chief of Clinical Pathology Hospital for Special Surgery, New York 

Associate Professor of Pathology Weill Cornell Medical College, New York USA  

 

Results should be presented in a tabular form to best illustrate the various histologic features with the 
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microbiology assay and follow up results  

 

1. Compare in tabular form case by case from explantation to re-implantation - the different histogy 

and microbiology finduings.  

 

Author´s response 4) Even though we collected our data in a table during the study, we have not 

included it in the first manuscript because the table seemed to be quite large and it was very difficult 

to format it to fit well with a normal page size. Now, we submit also the Table 1 with results of both 

microbiology and histopathology analyses.  

 

We suggest, despite its size, we could use this table possibly as supplementary data to our 

publication.  

 

2. Mention of "microabcesses" for the first time in conclusion section but no where before in the text.  

 

Author´s response 5) Thank you for this helpful comment. We describe the microabscesses both in 

the text and in the Table 1.  

 

3. 'Hypersenstivity" as in metal-on-metal is NOT just the lymphocytic reaction but the associated 

characteristic macrphages also.  

 

Author´s response 6) Yes, this reviewer is fully right, several distinct microscopic changes of the 

periprosthetic tissues have been linked with suggested metal hypersensitivity. We expanded this 

particular paragraph of the manuscript and list also histopathological findings suggestive of 

hypersensitivity other than lymphocyte infiltration.  

 

 

Again, thank you and the referees for four time and helpful comments. We believe that our revised 

manuscript is much stronger than before, and hope that you will consider it for publication in its 

present form.  

 

Sincerely,  

Jozef Zustin 
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